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Chapter 901 It’s You Whom I Am Hitting (3) 

Before everyone returned to their senses. 

Boom! 

An eruption sounded. 

Subsequently, Feng Wuya was flung out like a kite with a snapped string. 

“Ow!” 

Feng Wuya spat a mouthful of blood in midair. 

“Junior Brother Feng!” 

Noticing the situation, everyone from the Divine Virtual Academy could no longer care about Gu Tianhe 

and surged forward to catch Feng Wuya. 

“I heard that you’re looking for me?” 

Standing beside Gu Tianhe, Ye Qingtang remarked flatly. Her long, jet-black hair swayed in the wind 

while her eyes were filled with nothing but indifference. 

After finishing her sentence, she looked at Feng Wuya coldly. A cold glint shone in her eyes. 

The lives of the people from the Supreme Academy had nothing to do with her originally, but no matter 

what, she somewhat had some relations with Gu Tianhe and Feng Wudang. 

In reality, Ye Qingtang had not planned to poke her nose into this matter initially. However, she had 

some grudges with the Feng ancient clan. 

In the Central Mainland in her previous life, after the news that Ye Qingtang possessed the Heart of the 

Demon God was exposed, she faced assassination attempts from many forces. The Feng ancient clan 

which Feng Wuya was in also participated in seizing her heart and used lethal attacks several times. 

If it was anyone else, perhaps Ye Qingtang would not enter this saga. However… since it was an enemy 

from her previous life, she naturally did not mind settling the scores with him. 

Others were afraid of the Feng ancient clan but not Ye Qingtang. Even if she offended the Feng ancient 

clan, she could just let Ling Yan help her think of a way out. 

“Ha… hahaha…” 

Feng Wuya stood up with the support of the Divine Virtual Academy disciples. Although he was in a 

rather miserable state, his burning eyes sized up Ye Qingtang at this moment. 

Once he saw Ye Qingtang’s exquisite beauty, he nodded repeatedly and said, “Not bad… Truly not bad. 

Such a beauty is truly uncommon already…” 

Feng Wuya self-professed that he had seen countless beauties before, but there were few who could 

compare to this young lady before him. 



The young man in the lead of the Divine Virtual Academy disciples was a little helpless upon hearing 

Feng Wuya’s comment. 

This fellow is already beaten up until like that, but his brain is still thinking about that kind of thing?! 

Is this the legendary “unable to move upon seeing a beauty”… 

“Little beauty, do you know who I am? I am the grandson of the Feng ancient clan’s Grand Elder! You 

have already committed a death crime by hitting me today. Your… your friends, including everyone in 

your clan, will lose their lives because of your disrespect today!” Feng Wuya’s avaricious eyes swept 

across Ye Qingtang’s body, and he laughed subsequently. 

“However… you should be glad that you were born with such a good face… Since Heaven gave you such 

a good face, I will give you a chance.” 

Then, Feng Wuya looked at Ye Qingtang increasingly frivolously. 

“From now on, you will follow me and please me well. I can consider pardoning your clan from death 

and will only let them be slaves for eternity. How about that?” Feng Wuya asked. 

A Supreme Academy disciple, Li Xiu, was surprised and had a confused look when he saw Ye Qingtang, 

who suddenly appeared. 

This lady was indeed wearing the uniform of a Supreme Academy disciple, but he had no memory of 

her. Could it be that he missed her out during the roll call just now? 

While Li Xiu had his confusions, it was not the time to think about this issue right now. 
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It was already a grave sin to hit Feng Wuya in public! 

Li Xiu immediately looked at Ye Qingtang and shouted with a frown. 

“You, come over!” 

After hearing that, Ye Qingtang looked at Li Xiu without any emotions. 

“Don’t you know that he is from the Feng ancient clan of the Central Mainland? How dare you touch 

him?!” Li Xiu was infuriated, and his brows were tightly furrowed 

Although Feng Wuya was extremely despicable and Li Xiu, himself, also wanted to slaughter him to 

release his hatred, who would bear the consequences?! 

Once anything happened to Feng Wuya, it was without a doubt that the attacker would die. Not just so, 

even he and all the junior brothers and sisters present would have to face this frightening outcome, and 

the Supreme Academy might even be embroiled in it as well. 

What could they do by then?! 

Could they let millions of people be buried together with one Feng Wuya?! 

“Hurry up and apologize to Brother Feng!” Li Xiu frowned at Ye Qingtang and shouted. 



Upon hearing Li Xiu, Feng Wuya, who was waiting for Ye Qingtang’s reply, snickered coldly immediately. 

“Li Xiu, what are you? Apologize… Can just an apology solve the problem? You’re so ridiculously naive.” 

Uneasy, Li Xiu could only pile smiles on his face. “Brother Feng, you are the bigger person… You possess 

the bloodline of the Feng clan. There’s no need for you to lower your identity and fuss with these 

juniors…” 

“Humph!” Feng Wuya swept Li Xiu a disdainful look and scoffed. 

“Li Xiu, I’m telling you this: if she doesn’t agree, not just her but everyone present here will die an 

extremely tragic death! I want to chop off all your heads, bring them back to the Central Mainland, and 

hang them at the door of the Divine Virtual Academy. I’ll let everyone know the outcome of offending 

my Feng ancient clan.” 

Once Feng Wuya said that, everyone from the Supreme Academy was shaken, and Li Xiu’s face turned 

pale instantly. 

However, at this very moment, in the group of Divine Virtual Academy disciples, two young disciples’ 

eyes drifted to Ye Qingtang. 

The expressions of those two people were a little strange. Once they saw Ye Qingtang’s face clearly, 

their eyes widened immediately and were filled with fear while their bodies trembled. 

Almost at the same time, the two young disciples exchanged a look and saw the shock in each other’s 

eyes. 

This lady was the insanely-talented disciple from Supreme Academy a few batches ago, and her martial 

skills were unfathomable! 

Previously, the two of them found Gu Tianhe, Feng Wudang, and the rest and wanted to attack them 

initially, but Perfected Gu Yun came into the picture subsequently. 

Yet ultimately, they personally witnessed this lady before them slaughter Perfected Gu Yun right there 

and then with only one strike! 

That Perfected Gu Yun was a Divine Arcane Supremacy, and furthermore, his backing was the well-

known Ling Yan! 

This lady even dared to kill Ling Yan’s person. What else did she not dare to do? 

However, at this instant, Ye Qingtang was mentally devising a plot to bring Feng Wudang and Gu Tianhe 

away from this place. 

Every student of the Divine Virtual Academy was extremely powerful. It was said that this mainland had 

a strong suppression on the martial realm of outsiders, and perhaps Ye Qingtang still had means to deal 

with one or two people. But with so many of them joining forces… 

“Haha… Looking at you, it seems that you’re unwilling.” Feng Wuya stared at Ye Qingtang, who still had 

not given a reply. 
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Feng Wuya laughed coldly. 

“No matter whether you agree or not, it’s not for you to decide!” 

Then, Feng Wuya told the group of Divine Virtual Academy disciples. “You all, capture this slut for me 

immediately. Break her limbs if she resists. Just leave her with a last breath.” 

After hearing Feng Wuya’s words, the Divine Virtual Academy people nodded and walked towards Ye 

Qingtang with great strides. 

Upon noticing the situation, there were no emotions on Ye Qingtang’s face, much less any signs of fear. 

Although Ye Qingtang had not yet absorbed the inheritance of the Heavenly Demon, the divine power of 

the Heavenly Demon Pearl could still be used temporarily. If the power of the Heavenly Demon could be 

transferred out, she would not be able to defeat them, but she could flee this place alone without being 

caught by anyone. 

However, at this instant, two disciples from the Divine Virtual Academy suddenly rushed out and 

stopped the leader. 

“Senior Brother, you cannot… cannot attack…” the two disciples said frantically. 

“Why? Why can’t I attack?” The leader of the Divine Virtual Academy disciples frowned. 

“Senior Brother… this lady… is a Supreme Academy student from a few batches ago and was an 

insanely-talented student…” That Divine Virtual Academy disciple explained hurriedly. 

“So what if she was an insanely-talented disciple from a few batches ago?” The leader scoffed coldly and 

did not put it to heart. 

So many of them were here. Would they still be afraid of an insanely-talented disciple from the Supreme 

Academy? 

“Senior Brother, do you know Perfected Gu Yun?” that disciple said. 

“Of course I do. Ling Yan’s teacher, a powerful figure at the Divine Arcane Supremacy level.” The leader 

nodded. 

Immediately, those two Divine Virtual Academy disciples exchanged a look and said rather bitterly, “This 

lady… killed Perfected Gu Yun… with just one strike…” 

“What did you say?!” 

The moment he finished his sentence, everyone from Divine Virtual Academy and Supreme Academy 

was filled with shock. 

They were naturally aware of Perfected Gu Yun’s skills. 

But what was unbelievable to them was that… this lady actually killed Perfected Gu Yun, a Divine Arcane 

Supremacy, with one strike?! 

Since the spirit energy on this mainland was insufficient, Perfected Gu Yun’s martial realm was severely 

suppressed as a Divine Arcane Supremacy. Despite so, he was not someone they could contend against. 



To be able to kill Perfected Gu Yun with one strike, didn’t that mean in the Central Mainland, this lady 

was even more powerful than Perfected Gu Yun?! 

To them, Perfected Gu Yun was was already a highly Divine Arcane Supremacy, yet this lady could kill 

him with a strike. What kind of existence was this lady?! 

A Divine Arcane Supremacy at her peak or… a realm above the Arcane Supremacy, a Heavenly 

Venerate?! 

Regardless of whether she was a Heavenly Venerate or a Divine Arcane Supremacy at her peak, she was 

considered an extremely powerful figure in the Central Mainland, especially if she was a Heavenly 

Venerate. 

A saying once circulated in the Central Mainland. 

Anyone beneath a Venerate… was nothing but an ant! 

In the Central Mainland, a Virtual Arcane Supremacy was not anything as there was still a Divine Arcane 

Supremacy above it. 

But above the Divine Arcane Supremacy, there was still the Heavenly Venerate! 

It was already extremely difficult for cultivators to enter the Heavenly Venerate realm. To many, a 

Heavenly Venerate represented an unparalleled figure and was a legend. 

At this instant, the Supreme Academy side watched on agape as well. Three batches before—what kind 

of concept was that?! 

“Senior Brother Li Xiu, this is Ye Qingtang, Senior Sister Ye. She is three batches before us!” Feng 

Wudang struggled up and looked at Li Xiu and the rest. 
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“That’s right. Senior Sister Ye has some grudges with Perfected Gu Yun. She killed him with one strike 

and saved our lives!” Gu Tianhe nodded in agreement. 

“Older by how many batches? Three batches?!” Li Xiu was astonished. “Junior Brother Feng… Junior 

Brother Gu, do you all know… how many years there are in a batch?” 

The two of them were taken aback by the question and shook their heads. “I’m not too clear.” 

The two of them had only entered the Supreme Academy to cultivate for around ten years. To Supreme 

Academy, these ten plus years were already considered short. 

“Do you all know… how old Supreme Academy’s chief disciple, Senior Brother Long Qingyu, is this year?” 

Li Xiu asked with a complicated expression. 

“He should be around two hundred years old…” Gu Tianhe said instinctively. 

“You said she is from three batches above… In that case, she is at least six hundred years old?!” Li Xiu 

asked, alarmed. 

Six hundred years old?! 



Everyone was astonished to hear that. This young, beautiful lady is actually six hundred years old?! 

Everyone knew that once one’s martial cultivation reached the Arcane Supremacy realm, the speed of 

their aging would slow down tremendously. Upon reaching the Heavenly Venerate realm, one could 

completely remain young and maintain their youthful appearance if there was a need… 

“What a joke!” The leader of the Divine Virtual Academy disciples shouted coldly. “You all said that she 

killed Perfected Gu Yun?! Do you all think that I’m a kid who is so easily fooled?! If that’s the case, what 

evidence do you all have?” 

Although the two Divine Virtual Academy disciples said the same thing, the young leader did not believe 

them so easily. 

“Evidence?” Feng Wudang looked at Gu Tianhe, and his eyes flickered. “Show them the evidence.” 

Gu Tianhe nodded and subsequently retrieved a skull from his space ring. 

The eyes on that skull were still wide open in fury and did not rest in peace. If he was not Perfected Gu 

Yun, who else could it be?! 

“Sssss…” 

After seeing Perfected Gu Yun’s head, everyone from both Supreme Academy and Divine Virtual 

Academy gasped. 

The head in Gu Tianhe’s hand was none other than Perfected Gu Yun’s head! 

“This… This this this…” 

The leader of the Divine Virtual Academy disciples was shaken when he looked at Perfected Gu Yun’s 

skull. 

“Senior Brother… Three batches ago… Supreme Academy seemed… to have really produced a Heavenly 

Venerate!” a Divine Virtual Academy disciple said cautiously at that moment. 

After hearing the conversation between the Divine Virtual Academy and Supreme Academy, Ye 

Qingtang, as the center of the discussion, was confused. 

Previously, she had already planned to use the Heavenly Demon Pearl’s divine power to escape. Who 

would have thought that those two Divine Virtual Academy disciples would actually jump out to say that 

she killed Perfected Gu Yun… 

“Ling Yan… Could it be that this… is also in your scheme?” For some reason, Ye Qingtang immediately 

thought of Ling Yan. 

If she guessed correctly, those two Divine Virtual Academy disciples who hid in the dark happened to be 

there and witnessed her killing Perfected Gu Yun because of Ling Yan’s scheme… 

Since she already had a pretty good idea of the situation, she knew how she should settle this matter 

already. 

“You are the imp of the Feng clan?!” 
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Ye Qingtang looked at Feng Wuya and shouted coldly. “You’re so young, yet you dare to be so impudent 

to me, a Heavenly Venerate! Let’s not talk about you. Even the high-level powerful figures in your Feng 

clan do not dare to be so impudent when they see me!” 

Ye Qingtang’s words completely stunned everyone from the Divine Virtual Academy. 

She self-claimed to be a Heavenly Venerate… 

In the Central Mainland, even a powerful figure at the peak of the Divine Arcane Supremacy did not dare 

to call himself a Heavenly Venerate as such a title was only reserved for those in the Heavenly Venerate 

realm! 

Then, Feng Wuya looked at Perfected Gu Yun’s head and looked at Ye Qingtang. For some reason, fear 

arose within him as well. 

But under everyone’s watch, that slight fear was subsequently suppressed as he kept a cold expression. 

“So what if you’re a Venerate? My Feng ancient clan has several Heavenly Venerates too!” 

“Oh?” Ye Qingtang snickered. “Do you have any Heavenly Venerates by your side to protect you right 

now then?” 

Seeing that a murderous intent arose in Ye Qingtang’s eyes, Feng Wuya was shaken and immediately 

ordered the Divine Virtual Academy disciples. “Quick! Kill her! Even if she’s a Heavenly Venerate, there’s 

nothing to be afraid of. There isn’t enough spirit energy here, and her skills are severely repressed!” 

While that was the case, no one from the Divine Virtual Academy dared to move. 

The intimidation effect of the Heavenly Venerate title was already sufficient. 

“Let’s not talk… Let’s not talk about how her skills are repressed… Even if she remains at the same spot, 

do not retaliate and let us attack as we wish… I don’t dare to either…” A Divine Virtual Academy disciple 

mumbled. 

“That’s right. A Heavenly Venerate has powerful connections. If we kill a Heavenly Venerate here, once 

we return to the Central Mainland, many Heavenly Venerates will definitely be after our lives… A 

Heavenly Venerate’s friends should all be Heavenly Venerates… Look at how beautiful she is. If there 

are… Holy Venerates courting her or backing her…” 

“Holy Venerate…” 

At the mention of the Holy Venerate, everyone’s faces paled. Before a Holy Venerate, even Heavenly 

Venerates were no different from ants… 

“Hurry, move it!” Feng Wuya hollered furiously. 

However, no one listened to Feng Wuya this time. 

They could do anything that Feng Wuya ordered them to but to kill a Heavenly Venerate?! 

What joke was this! 



No matter how courageous they were, they did not dare to! 

“Junior, whoever dares to act rashly will have their souls banished to the underworld!” Ye Qingtang 

swept a look across the Divine Virtual Academy students. 

Whoever whom Ye Qingtang looked at immediately lowered their heads, not daring to make eye contact 

with her. 

“Heavenly… Heavenly Venerate…” 

Not just Feng Wudang and Gu Tianhe, but everyone from the Supreme Academy including Li Xiu was 

completely stunned. 

It was also to say that this Senior Sister Ye once cultivated in the Supreme Academy six hundred years 

ago… 

They actually met an insanely talented level Senior Sister from six hundred years ago in the Dragon Vein! 

At the thought of that, Li Xiu felt goosebumps. How could he have shouted at this Senior Sister Ye just 

now! 

“Senior Sister Ye!” 

Li Xiu immediately knelt on a knee and said hurriedly, “Senior Sister Ye, I did not know of your identity 

just now. Please pardon me!” 

Ye Qingtang waved a hand. “I will not fuss over such matters with you juniors. No matter what, you all 

are my junior brothers and sisters.” 

“Thank you, Senior Sister Ye!” Li Xiu rose slowly, and his racing heart finally settled down a little. 

“You are Li Xiu,” Ye Qingtang said while looking at Li Xiu. 
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“Yes!” Li Xiu nodded repeatedly. 

“Good. Watch those Divine Virtual Academy disciples properly. Whoever dares to move, you can just 

beat them to death,” Ye Qingtang said. 

“Rest assured, Senior Sister Ye!” Li Xiu agreed hastily without daring to have any objections. 

“Repeat what I said again,” Ye Qingtang said. 

“Whoever from the Divine Virtual Academy dares to move, we will beat them to death!” Li Xiu nimbly 

repeated. 

The Divine Virtual Academy students were taken aback. 

There was no need to repeat right… They did not intend to move either… 

Swoosh! 

Ye Qingtang used the powers of the Heavenly Demon Pearl and disappeared from the ground in a flash. 



The divine powers of the Heavenly Demon Pearl surged into the sky. The sudden eruption allowed Ye 

Qingtang’s speed to increase by multiple folds. 

Even the Divine Virtual Academy and Supreme Academy disciples could not see Ye Qingtang’s shadow 

with their naked eyes. 

“She truly is a Heavenly Venerate… Even if her martial realm is majorly restricted on this mainland, her 

speed… is truly frightening… Is she still human…” The leader of the Divine Virtual Academy disciples was 

devoid of color. 

Fortunately, he did not attack that Heavenly Venerate at once just now. Otherwise, he would have died 

a wronged death! 

In the next second, Ye Qingtang appeared again but beside Feng Wuya this time. 

“You… You dare to touch me?! Even if you are a Heavenly Venerate, my Feng ancient clan is not what 

you can offend!” Feng Wuya looked at Ye Qingtang, who was just a short distance away from himself. 

Fear ultimately appeared on his face. 

Ever since he was born, no one ever had the thought to kill him. 

Currently, the Divine Virtual Academy disciples did not dare to attack Ye Qingtang at all, and he no 

longer acted in an imposing manner as before. 

“Little kid, how dare you be so disrespectful to me! You are already a dead person!” A cold glint shone in 

Ye Qingtang’s eyes. Lending the divine power of the Heavenly Demon Pearl, she condensed an 

extremely horrifying might in her hand and struck Feng Wuya instantly. 

Just the air pressure from the palm attack was as sharp as daggers. Feng Wuya instinctively blocked the 

attack with his hands, but his entire left arm was shredded into pieces by the wind. 

“AHHH!” 

A shrill cry escaped from Feng Wuya’s mouth. 

Immediately, Feng Wuya withstood the excruciating pain and fled ahead. 

“Where do you think you’re escaping to?!” Ye Qingtang shouted coldly. 

“You have a death wish!” 

Feng Wuya hollered in anger and took out a pure golden-colored talisman. 

After taking out that talisman, there was a shocking change in Feng Wuya’s manner instantly. 

The virtual image of a white-haired elderly actually appeared behind Feng Wuya. 

“The Grand Elder of the Feng clan!” 

Everyone from Divine Virtual Academy and Supreme Academy was left agape when they saw the virtual 

image. 



The face of the virtual image was none other than the Grand Elder of the Feng clan, a powerful Heavenly 

Venerate! 

“Grandfather, save me!” 

Feng Wuya saw the figure of that white-haired elderly and wailed hurriedly. 

“Humph!” 

The virtual image let out a heavy scoff. With just this one sound, everyone at the scene was dizzy. 

Dozens of disciples paled and spat out blood. Apart from Ye Qingtang, no one was spared! 

Even Ye Qingtang’s mind was a little adrift as well. 

This was merely the virtual image of a Heavenly Venerate, and his scoff possessed such might. If the 

Grand Elder of the Feng clan was present, everyone present would probably die instantly…! 

Although the might of that scoff was unparalleled, Ye Qingtang possessed the Heavenly Demon Pearl 

and did not have anything to fear. 

A streak of Heavenly Demon aura surged out from Ye Qingtang’s body and dispersed the might of that 

scoff instantly. 
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“Oh right, Ling Yan wanted me to tell you… There is his Blood of Karma on the Heavenly Demon Pearl. If 

you meet with danger, you can use the Heavenly Demon Pearl.” The little white tiger suddenly crawled 

out of Ye Qingtang’s arms. 

“Blood of Karma…” 

Ye Qingtang was shocked. Every drop of the Blood of Karma was extremely important to Ling Yan… 

There were two types of blood in Ling Yan’s body: the first was the ordinary blood while the second was 

the Blood of Karma. 

The virtual image shot a deadly glare at Ye Qingtang. This girl could actually withstand his 

aura… 

“Grandfather, quickly kill her!” Feng Wuya shouted in panic. 

Everyone here had already thrown up blood but not this woman! 

“Tear the talisman. It is sealed with one strike from me,” the virtual image said. 

Upon hearing the virtual image’s words, Feng Wuya nodded repeatedly. 

“One strike from a Heavenly Venerate?!” 

Everyone was astonished. 

That golden talisman was definitely some kind of treasure that could seal a powerful strike of a Heavenly 

Venerate. If that was really the case, the sealed strike was not in any way weakened because it was 



already sealed a long time ago and would not be affected by the spirit energy on this mainland. That 

would be a true strike of a Heavenly Venerate! 

Even if Ye Qingtang was also a Heavenly Venerate, her martial realm was repressed currently, and it was 

impossible for her to withstand a strike from a Heavenly Venerate! 

“Haha, even if you are a Heavenly Venerate, you will die without a doubt after sustaining one strike from 

my grandfather!” 

Feng Wuya laughed coldly, as though he had already forgotten about the pain in his broken left arm, and 

he immediately tore up the golden talisman. 

Just as the golden talisman was torn apart, the weather changed drastically, and the ground tremored. It 

was as though Heaven and Earth were reversed in that instant. 

Everyone’s bodies were about to be ripped into pieces. There was agony and terror in the deepest 

corners of their hearts 

Swoosh! 

In a flash, a bolt of light shot towards Ye Qingtang. 

No one could see the color or trace of this bolt of light. It was as if eternity penetrated the breath of 

destruction into this mainland. 

Nevertheless, Ye Qingtang’s expression remained the same in the face of a strike from a Heavenly 

Venerate. She immediately transferred out all of the power of the Heavenly Demon Pearl. 

“Roar!” 

At that moment, a black virtual image seemed to descend from the sky with the power of karma 

surrounding the virtual image. 

Swiftly, the black virtual image and the bolt of light clashed. 

However, what was unbelievable was that the strike from the Heavenly Venerate and that black virtual 

image disappeared at the same time, and no one knew where they went. 

“Karma Diversion?!” The elderly’s eyes flickered continuously as he stared at Ye Qingtang 

This lady actually knew about the power of karma and used Karma Diversion to divert the power of his 

strike away! 

At the same time, in a certain corner of the Dragon Vein. 

Ling Yan stood beside the grave of the Azure Dragon and was surrounded by dozens of people. 

“Ling Yan, you will die without a doubt today!” 

“I want to see who can save you!” 

The powerful figures from the Central Mainland sneered. 



This Ling Yan is such a useless person, but he actually dared to come to this place alone and contend for 

the inheritance of the True Dragon with us?! 

Facing the encirclement of dozens of powerful figures, an unknown smile, however, hung on Ling Yan’s 

lips. “There’s no hurry to take my life. But before that, I wish to play a game with you all.” 

“Game?” 

A certain powerful figure was dumbfounded. Presently, Ling Yan was already doomed to die, but he still 

had the mood to play a game with them… Was he feigning calmness or did he still have a hidden trump 

card?! 
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“This game is extremely simple… Let’s guess who will die first: you or me?” Ling Yan said with a smile. 

“Cut the crap with him. Kill!” 

Ling Yan was known to have demon-like intelligence. 

Although they had no idea what other cards Ling Yan had in his hand, they were a little restless when 

they faced such an intelligent 

person. 

Just in case anything happened, they had to kill Ling Yan in the fastest speed possible in order for their 

minds to be at ease! 

“There are too many people that want my life… It’s a pity that they always die before me.” Ling Yan 

sighed softly. He turned a blind eye to the masses who surged towards him; he seemed completely 

relaxed, and no one could make sense of his calm composure. 

Swoosh! 

At the same time, a bolt of light appeared from somewhere and penetrated through the dozens of 

people present. 

That bolt of light was extremely blinding, and no one could withstand its lethality. 

“Heavenly… Heavenly Venerate…” 

After sensing the power of this bolt of light, everyone widened their eyes in disbelief. 

Boom!! 

Boom!! 

In the next second, the bodies of the dozens of people turned into ashes from the bolt of light. 

Witnessing the scene before him, Ling Yan’s lips curled up slightly into a devilish smile. 

Such was the Karma Diversion! 



At this instant, the dozens of powerful figures, who initially besieged Ling Yan, were hit by the strike 

from the Heavenly Venerate due to the Karma Diversion. They turned into ashes and disappeared along 

with the wind. 

“Anyone beneath a Heavenly Venerate is an ant, is it…” Ling Yan stood with his hands behind him. His 

black hair danced in the wind as he looked up slowly with a faint smile. 

“What about a Heavenly Venerate? At your peak, you were the Demon God.” Suddenly, the little azure 

dragon walked out from behind and spoke to Ling Yan. 

“Demon God, you say…” Ling Yan slowly looked away and shook his head gently. 

The so-called Demon God had already become past tense. If possible, he hoped to become the 

legendary… Divine Emperor in this lifetime and take a look at that even further, higher, and more 

mysterious world. 

“Ling Yan, you added the Karma Diversion on the Heavenly Demon Pearl. This way, the strike of the 

Heavenly Venerate which Ye Qingtang bore will become your power boost. Not only will this resolve Ye 

Qingtang’s crisis, but it even allowed you to obtain the inheritance of the True Dragon. It truly is hitting 

two birds with one stone.” The little azure dragon looked at Ling Yan and noted meaningfully. 

“Hitting two birds with one stone, you say?” Ling Yan smiled without saying much. 

“However, I’m really curious about how you knew that Ye Qingtang would definitely be hit by a strike of 

a Heavenly Venerate.” The little azure dragon was increasingly confused as it looked at Ling Yan. 

Before waiting for Ling Yan to speak, the little azure dragon suddenly said, “Don’t say it yet. Let me take 

a guess… The Supreme Academy and Divine Virtual Academy are mortal enemies from the start. 

“This time, a noble heir from the Feng ancient clan of the Central Mainland followed the team from the 

Divine Virtual Academy. Given his personality, he would definitely clash with the Supreme Academy 

while the people from the Supreme Academy definitely would not dare to attack him because of his 

identity… 

“And given Miss Ye’s character, she would not watch from aside… But you lured the two Divine Virtual 

Academy disciples to the scene where Ye Qingtang killed Perfected Gu Yun with a strike…” The little 

azure dragon paused for a while and continued. 

“As long as those two disciples tell the other Divine Virtual Academy disciples about the incident, the 

Divine Virtual Academy disciples would definitely be fearful or may treat Ye Qingtang as a Heavenly 

Venerate.” 

“As such, Ye Qingtang would have the opportunity to attack that noble…” The more the little azure 

dragon spoke, the more it felt that its speculation was correct. 
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“Although that noble’s skills are not powerful, as a noble heir of the Feng clan, he definitely had the 

means to protect his life and launch a deadly strike. In that case, your Karma Diversion was put to use, 

where you made use of the deadly strike from the noble heir of the Feng clan to help you obtain the 



inheritance of the True Dragon. Am I right?” The little azure dragon looked at Ling Yan with burning 

eyes. The more it speculated, the more it was overcome with emotion. 

How intelligent is this Ling Yan exactly? 

He really possessed a demon-like intelligence! 

“You are very smart too,” Ling Yan said with a smile. 

“Ling Yan, oh Ling Yan. From the moment you asked Miss Ye to deal with Perfected Gu Yun, you have 

already schemed everything. You are in control of the entire situation, have an incredible foresight, and 

are extremely shrewd… Tsk tsk, you have my admiration.” The little azure dragon remarked sincerely. 

Probably no one in this world could fully grasp Ling Yan’s plan. 

“However, Ling Yan, no matter how intelligent you are, I can guess of whatever you think of as well.” 

The little azure dragon spoke once again before Ling Yan could speak. 

“Mhm.” Ling Yan nodded and said. “But it’s a pity that you missed out some things.” 

The little azure dragon was alarmed when it heard what Ling Yan said and immediately shook its head. 

“Missed out some things?! How can it be? How would I miss anything out!” 

Ling Yan looked at the little azure dragon and chuckled. “In your opinion, what would the Jiang clan do 

when I helped Miss Ye to teach Ye You, the granddaughter of the Domain Master Jiang Duantian, a 

lesson?” 

Although the little azure dragon did not know why Ling Yan suddenly mentioned this, it still replied. “I’m 

afraid you will be in great danger. Given your martial skills cultivation…” 

“Since that’s the case, what will happen if the Feng clan and the Jiang family fought?” Ling Yan 

questioned again. 

“The Jiang family and the Feng clan?” The little azure dragon was a little puzzled. “The two ancient clans 

are extremely powerful. Although there are some minor conflicts usually, how could such strong ancient 

forces start a war for no reason?” 

“If someone from the Jiang family killed the grandson of the Feng ancient clan’s Grand Elder, what 

would happen?” Ling Yan smiled. 

Almost instinctively, the little azure dragon replied hurriedly. “Do I still need to say? Of course they 

would get to the bottom of it… But is that possible? That noble heir will die in Ye Qingtang’s hands, 

wouldn’t he? What has this got to do with the Jiang family?” 

“But who would know that Miss Ye obtained the Heavenly Demon Pearl?” Ling Yan’s lips tugged up 

slightly. As a smile bloomed on his face, his expression appeared a little more detached. 

“You…” The little azure dragon stared at Ling Yan in shock. “Not only did you add the power of the 

Karma Diversion on the Heavenly Demon Pearl, but there’s also the interfering aura from the Karma…” 

“That’s right.” Ling Yan nodded slightly and said. 



“That Grand Elder of the Feng clan left a streak of his spiritual power on his grandson. Once something 

happens to his grandson, the spiritual power would resurrect. If he sees that a lady with the Heavenly 

Demon bloodline killed his grandson, how do you think… the Grand Elder of the Feng clan would think?” 

The little azure dragon narrowed its eyes and looked at Ling Yan. 

“If that’s the case, the Grand Elder of the Feng clan would definitely think that the murderer of his 

grandson is from the Jiang family… because in the entire Central Mainland, only the Jiang family 

possesses the Heavenly Demon bloodline. Since you interacted with that Ye You previously, you used 

the power of karma to absorb the aura of her bloodline and transferred it to the Heavenly Demon Pearly 

with the power of your Karma Diversion. So… no matter what, the Grand Elder of the Feng clan will 

definitely believe that it was a member of the Jiang family who killed his grandson!” 

Chapter 910 Demon-Like Intelligence (3) 

Ling Yan’s hair swayed gently as he looked down with a faint smile without saying anything 

“However, Ling Yan, that Grand Elder should have seen Ye Qingtang’s face… Will your plan really work?” 

The little azure dragon was rather confused again. 

“To kill Perfected Gu Yun with one strike and still be alive after a Venerate appeared, what do you think 

such a person’s martial realm should be?” Ling Yan asked. 

“At least a Heavenly Venerate.” The little azure dragon replied. 

“What about Miss Ye?” Ling Yan asked. 

“Ye Qingtang? Just an ordinary Yin Yang Perfected Lord…” The little azure dragon answered honestly. 

The moment the little azure dragon spoke, a flash of light ran in his head instantly! 

It looked at Ling Yan with newfound realization and exclaimed. 

“I understand now! The Divine Virtual Academy students would insist that it’s not that they did not 

protect the Feng clan noble but that the incomer was a Heavenly Venerate. Since that’s the case, how 

could an ordinary Yin Yang Perfected Lord kill a Feng clan noble, who had the protection of many 

powerful Divine Virtual Academy disciples? Thus, even if Ye Qingtang’s luck was extremely bad and she 

is found by the Grand Elder of the Feng clan, he would not believe that his grandson was killed by her. 

Instead, he would feel that someone intentionally disguised into her appearance and wanted to push 

the blame to Ye Qingtang…” 

Ye Qingtang’s true skills happened to be able to confuse the Grand Elder’s judgments! 

Everyone would insist that a Heavenly Venerate killed Feng Wuya. Thus, in the eyes of the Grand Elder, 

Ye Qingtang, a Yin Yang Perfected Lord, would definitely not be the murderer! 

Even if the Grand Elder of the Feng clan saw Ye Qingtang’s face previously, he definitely would not 

believe that she was the one who did it. 

After all… 

The martial realms did not match at all! 



How could a young girl at the Yin Yang Perfected Lord realm kill Feng Wuya, who was protected by the 

Divine Virtual Academy disciples? 

Furthermore… 

The Feng clan had always been suspicious and would naturally over-complicate Feng Wuya’s murder. 

Fraudulence, disguising of identity… The Feng clan would probably have such speculations… 

The little azure dragon looked at Ling Yan in shock. This person was truly meticulous in his actions, and 

there was no flaw to be spoken of. Every step in his scheme was a dead end with no way out for others… 

“Ling Yan, if I guessed correctly, you want the Feng clan to attack the Jiang family not for yourself… 

There’s completely no need for you to provoke the Jiang family. You must have done so for Ye 

Qingtang.” The little azure dragon looked at Ling Yan meaningfully. 

The Jiang family and Ling Yan did not have many relations, and Ling Yan did not need to deal with the 

Jiang family at all. 

Rather… 

Ye You and Ye Qingtang were mortal enemies, but Ye You became the granddaughter of the Domain 

Master, Jiang Duantian. As such, if Ye Qingtang headed to the Central Mainland, she would be in critical 

danger anytime… 

The little azure dragon could ascertain that the true reason Ling Yan schemed against the Jiang family 

and drew such a huge enemy to the Feng clan was to protect Ye Qingtang… 

“Miss Ye, you say…” An unnamed coldness emerged in Ling Yan’s eyes. “I will let anyone who has evil 

designs on Miss Ye have a taste of extreme misery like that of in hell.” 

“Tsk tsk… Are you still the Ling Yan I know?” After hearing what Ling Yan said, the little azure dragon 

looked at him with an ambiguous expression. 

“If that’s the case, you can get to know me again.” The icy expression in his eyes faded away, and he 

resumed his usual faint smile on his face. 

 


